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SELECTED TECTONIC ELEMENTS OF THE SOCORRO REGION
C. E Chapin

Base is composite of Socorro and Tularosa 2-degree quadrangles (Army Map
Service plastic relief maps). S = Socorro, M = Magdalena. Two domains of westtilted versus east-tilted, domino-style fault blocks are shown by diagonally ruled
patterns with large strike-and-dip symbols that show the directions of tilt. The
two domains are separated by a transverse boundary (transverse shear zone) that
acts as a null line across which the direction of tilting changes. The dotted pattern
indicates a large area of potassium metasomatism of Cenozoic volcanic rocks
and basin-fill sediments, interpreted as a fossil geothermal system (see D'
Andrea-

Dinkelman and others, this guidebook). Solid lines and dots southwest of Socorro
outline three overlapping cauldrons of Oligocene age delineated by detailed
mapping (see Osburn and Chapin, this guidebook). Open circles outline two
cauldrons proposed by Deal and Rhodes (1976) from reconnaissance work; the
larger of these cauldrons is probably a composite of at least two cauldrons and
needs considerable revision. Two major strike-slip fault zones are shown, the
Red Lake fault zone on the west and the Hot Springs—Montosa fault zone on
the east. Between these faults is a 100-km-wide zone of distributed strike-slip
faulting along which the Colorado Plateau was translated approximately 100
km to the north-northeast, mainly during Eocene time (Chapin and Cather,
1981; Chapin, 1983).

